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Op(cal	  Impairment	  Reload	  
•  This	  model	  was	  first	  presented	  at	  IETF85	  in	  Atlanta.	  

•  It	  extends	  the	  current	  RWA-‐WSON	  approach	  (current	  
WG	  documents)	  to	  allow	  Impairment	  Valida(on	  
func(on.	  

•  Specific	  Parameters	  are	  strictly	  derived	  from	  ITU	  
documents	  (G.680,	  G697	  Appendix	  V).	  

•  IETF	  Context:	  
–  RFC6566,	  Sec.	  4.1.1,	  	  Approximated	  Impairment	  Calc.	  
–  Not	  perfect	  but	  beFer	  than	  nothing.	  
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The	  Computa(onal	  Model	  (ITU-‐G.680)	  
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N1	   N2	   N3	   N4	   N5	  

Wavelength	  

CURRENT	  RWA	  WSON	  :	  
It	  solves	  Signal	  Compa(bility	  
Problem:	  
	  
•  Apply	  to	  end	  points	  

(op(cal	  i/f	  transceivers)	  
•  Use	  of	  Op(cal	  Interface	  

Class	  (i.e.	  ITU	  Applica(on	  
Codes)	  

TRANSFER	  FUNCTIONs	  
•  Parameters:	  single	  contribu(on	  vs.	  	  end-‐to-‐

end.	  
•  ITU-‐G.680	  transfer	  func(ons	  for:	  OSNR,	  CD,	  

PMD/PDL.	  	  
	  
Example:	  
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8.4 AOWC transfer parameters 

The AOWC may be a key device in future AONs. However, at present, they cannot be considered 
technologically ready to be introduced into the current telecommunication networks. Therefore, a 
model for their characterization is for further study. 

8.5 OA transfer parameters 

In the current version of this Recommendation, optical amplifiers are not included as a separate 
ONE because, when deployed, they are included in DWDM line segments, ROADMs and/or PXCs. 

8.6 Optical 3R transfer parameters 

The optical 3R regenerators may be a key device in future AONs. However, at present, they cannot 
be considered technologically ready to be introduced into the current telecommunication networks. 
Therefore, a model for their characterization is for further study. 

8.7 Optical 2R transfer parameters 

The optical 2R regenerators too may be a key device in future AONs. However, at present, they 
cannot be considered technologically ready to be introduced into the current telecommunication 
networks. Therefore, a model for their characterization is for further study. 

9 Impact of the combination of cascaded optical transfer functions on line system 
performance 

9.1 Impact of cascaded ONEs on line system OSNR 

In the case that the ONEs considered in this Recommendation contain optical amplifiers, the OSNR 
of the optical signals at the output or drop ports will be lower than the OSNR at the input or add 
ports. The magnitude of this reduction can be calculated using equation 9-1. 
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where: 
  osnrout is the linear OSNR at the output port of the ONE 
  osnrin  is the linear OSNR at the input port of the ONE 
  osnrone  is the linear OSNR that would appear at the output port of the ONE 

for a noise-free input signal 

If the OSNR, etc., is defined in logarithmic terms (dB) and the equation for the OSNR due to the 
ONE being considered is substituted, this equation becomes: 
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where: 
  OSNRout is the log OSNR (dB) at the output port of the ONE 
  OSNRin  is the log OSNR (dB) at the input port of the ONE 
  Pin  is the channel power (dBm) at the input port of the ONE 
  NF  is the noise figure (dB) of the relevant path through the ONE 
  h  is Planck's constant (in mJ•s to be consistent with in Pin dBm) 
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G.680	  Models	  (Sec.	  9.1):	  OSNR	  
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  ν  is the optical frequency in Hz 

  νr  is the reference bandwidth in Hz (usually the frequency equivalent 
of 0.1 nm) 

NOTE – The terms "Pin" and "NF" must be with respect to the same reference point. In the case of an ONE 
that does not have an amplifier as the first element after the input, any loss between the input of the ONE and 
the input of the internal amplifier must be accounted for in the value of the noise figure. 

This equation can be generalized to account for the OSNR of any end-to-end path through an 
optical network (including the effect of the amplifiers in the WDM line segments) which results in 
equation 9-3. 
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where: 

  Pin1, Pin2 to PinN are the channel powers (dBm) at the inputs of the amplifiers 
or ONEs on the relevant path through the network 

  NF1, NF2 to NFN are the noise figures (dB) of the amplifiers or ONEs on the 
relevant path through the network 

The value of OSNRout that is needed to meet the required system BER depends on many factors 
such as the bit rate, whether and what type of FEC is employed, the magnitude of any crosstalk or 
non-linear penalties in the DWDM line segments, etc. and is outside the scope of reference 
Situation 1 within this Recommendation. 

An example calculation of the effect on OSNR of cascading multiple ONEs can be found in 
Appendix II. 

9.2 Impact of cascaded ONEs on line system residual dispersion 
For most transmitter/receiver combinations in use within current DWDM systems, there is a limited 
range of end-to-end chromatic dispersion that can be tolerated for satisfactory operation. The actual 
values of the maximum and minimum tolerable dispersion depend upon the bit rate of transmission 
as well as the technology employed in the transmitter (e.g., a directly modulated laser generally 
tolerates less dispersion than an externally modulated source). 

So, for any desired path through the optical network, this translates to the requirement that: 

  Min RD < Residual Dispersion < Max RD (9-4) 

where: 

  Residual Dispersion  is the end-to-end dispersion of the desired path through 
the network within the channel frequency range at all 
times and temperatures (including the effect of any 
dispersion compensators in the path 

  Min RD  is the minimum tolerable residual chromatic dispersion 
for that transmitter/receiver combination 

  Max RD  is the maximum tolerable residual chromatic 
dispersion for that transmitter/receiver combination 

In turn, the residual dispersion of a path through the network can be found from: 

 ¦ ¦ ¦++= sionONE dispersionDCM disperersionfibre disp persion sidual disRe  (9-5) 

NODE	  1	   NODE	  2	   NODE	  N	  



G.680	  Models	  (Sec.	  9.2):	  CD	  

•  Two	  approaches	  to	  evaluate	  terms	  of	  (9-‐5)	  
•  Worst	  case	  
•  Sta(s(cal:	  means	  and	  std	  devia(on	  may	  be	  
available	  

•  Likely	  shows	  wavelength	  dependency	  
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where: 

  Pin1, Pin2 to PinN are the channel powers (dBm) at the inputs of the amplifiers 
or ONEs on the relevant path through the network 

  NF1, NF2 to NFN are the noise figures (dB) of the amplifiers or ONEs on the 
relevant path through the network 

The value of OSNRout that is needed to meet the required system BER depends on many factors 
such as the bit rate, whether and what type of FEC is employed, the magnitude of any crosstalk or 
non-linear penalties in the DWDM line segments, etc. and is outside the scope of reference 
Situation 1 within this Recommendation. 

An example calculation of the effect on OSNR of cascading multiple ONEs can be found in 
Appendix II. 

9.2 Impact of cascaded ONEs on line system residual dispersion 
For most transmitter/receiver combinations in use within current DWDM systems, there is a limited 
range of end-to-end chromatic dispersion that can be tolerated for satisfactory operation. The actual 
values of the maximum and minimum tolerable dispersion depend upon the bit rate of transmission 
as well as the technology employed in the transmitter (e.g., a directly modulated laser generally 
tolerates less dispersion than an externally modulated source). 

So, for any desired path through the optical network, this translates to the requirement that: 

  Min RD < Residual Dispersion < Max RD (9-4) 

where: 

  Residual Dispersion  is the end-to-end dispersion of the desired path through 
the network within the channel frequency range at all 
times and temperatures (including the effect of any 
dispersion compensators in the path 

  Min RD  is the minimum tolerable residual chromatic dispersion 
for that transmitter/receiver combination 

  Max RD  is the maximum tolerable residual chromatic 
dispersion for that transmitter/receiver combination 

In turn, the residual dispersion of a path through the network can be found from: 

 ¦ ¦ ¦++= sionONE dispersionDCM disperersionfibre disp persion sidual disRe  (9-5) 

NODE	  LINK	  



G.680	  Model	  (Sec.	  9.3):	  PMD/PDL	  

•  PMD	  and	  PDL	  have	  a	  “per	  node”	  component.	  
•  PDL	  available	  as	  a	  computa(onal	  model,	  not	  
available	  as	  Parameter	  ID	  in	  G.697	  
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9.2.1 DWDM line segment residual dispersion 

While, in principle, the dispersion compensation modules included within DWDM line segments 

(or other ONEs such as OADMs or PXCs) cancel the dispersion of the fibre spans, there are several 

reasons why this is not exact and therefore the residual dispersion of the DWDM line segments 

must be taken into account in the channel end-to-end residual dispersion. Some of these reasons are: 

− The change in dispersion with wavelength is often somewhat different for the transmission 

fibre than it is for the compensators. This means that if the dispersion of the fibre is exactly 

matched for a channel in the middle of the multiplex, for channels on the edge there will be 

a mismatch and therefore a positive residual dispersion at one end and a negative residual 

dispersion at the other. 

− While the dispersion of transmission fibres is fairly tightly constrained, there is a variation 

in actual dispersion per unit length at a single wavelength due to fibre variability. For 

example, for G.652 fibre, the dispersion coefficient may vary from 16.9 to 18.2 ps/nm/km 

at 1550 nm. Likewise, there is a variation from module to module associated with DCMs. 

− Dispersion compensation modules are usually only available in a set of values with discrete 

steps between them. In contrast to this, installation constraints (e.g., hut positions and 

available rights of way) mean that the span length in a practical system is often quite 

different from the nominal value leading to residual dispersion at all channel wavelengths. 

− In a network where there is more than one possible route between two particular end points, 

the optical channel may be switched to an alternative route for protection, restoration or 

maintenance purposes. In this case, while the residual dispersion of the primary path 

through the network may be acceptable, the residual dispersion of any alternative paths that 

might be required must also be checked as this may be quite different. 

9.3 Impact of cascaded ONEs on line system PMD and PDL 

9.3.1 Impact of cascaded ONEs on line system PMD alone 

The PMD of an optical fibre cable is specified according to a statistical format that can be combined 

with the other elements of the optical link to determine a maximum DGD that is defined as a 

probability limit:  
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where: 

  DGDmaxlink is the maximum link DGD (ps) 

  DGDmaxF is the maximum concatenated optical fibre cable DGD (ps) 

  S   is the Maxwell adjustment factor (see Table 9-2) 

  PMDCi  is the PMD value of the ith component (ps) 

This equation assumes that the statistics of the instantaneous DGD are approximated by a Maxwell 

distribution, with the probability of the instantaneous DGD exceeding DGDmaxlink being controlled 

by the value of the Maxwell adjustment factor taken from Table 9-2. 
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Table 9-2 – S values and probabilities 

Ratio of max. 
to mean (S) 

Probability of 
exceeding max. 

Ratio of max.  
to mean (S) 

Probability of 
exceeding max. 

3 4.2 × 10−5 4 7.4 × 10−9 
3.2 9.2 × 10−6 4.2 9.6 × 10−10 
3.4 1.8 × 10−6 4.4 1.1 × 10−10 
3.6 3.2 × 10−7 4.6 1.2 × 10−11 
3.8 5.1 × 10−8   

Equation 9-6 can be used for calculating the maximum link DGD when several DWDM line 
segments (possibly with different fibre characteristics) and several ONEs (possibly of different 
types) are put in cascade. 

An example calculation of the effect on PMD of cascading multiple ONEs can be found in 
Appendix II. 

9.3.2 Impact of cascaded ONEs on line system PDL alone 
Polarization dependent loss (PDL) is defined in [ITU-T G.671] as the maximum variation of 
insertion loss due to a variation of the state of polarization (SOP) over all SOPs.  

In a long-haul system where many optical network elements are concatenated, the accumulated 
PDL can cause significant power fluctuation, which could degrade system performance and 
stability. 

Many components or subsystems (filters, OM, OD, gain flattening filters, attenuators, OADM, 
PXCs, etc.) of DWDM systems can be a source of PDL. Example maximum values of PDL for 
some of these subsystems can be found in Appendix I and in [ITU-T G.671]. The PDL of single-
mode optical fibres is negligible compared to the PDL of components and subsystems. Some 
characteristics of PDL are: 
− PDL can be assumed to be independent from the optical channel bit rate; 
− PDL causes power variation along the optical path and degrades the OSNR; 
− PDL appears as a random variation in the overall insertion loss of the device; 
− The PDL distribution is well approximated by a Maxwellian function if N>>1 (where N is 

the number of the cascaded components and subsystems). 

The Mean PDL value for a cascade of N elements (N>>1) grows according to: 
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where: 
  PDLi is the PDL value of the ith component in dB. 

The Maximum PDL value for a cascade of elements can only be defined (as with DGD) as a value 
with a given probability of being exceeded. Based on the hypothesis of a nearly Maxwellian 
distribution, the Maximum PDL is given by:  
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From	  Computa(onal	  (ITU)	  To	  
Informa(on	  (IETF)	  Model	  

•  For	  each	  parameter	  
–  	  it’s	  possible	  to	  provide	  a	  by	  node/by	  link	  
contribu(on,	  

–  there	  is	  a	  simple	  func(on	  to	  put	  together	  all	  
contribu(ons	  	  (Sum,	  …).	  

•  No	  hypothesis	  are	  done	  on	  how	  each	  single	  
contribu(on	  is	  provided	  (e.g.	  provisioned,	  
computed,	  	  known	  a	  priori,	  ….).	  

•  Even	  if	  the	  Computa(onal	  Model	  is	  not	  perfect	  
allows	  path	  computa(on	  to	  choose	  beFer	  paths.	  
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The	  Informa(on	  Model	  (IETF)	  
•  Makes	  room	  for	  a	  list	  of	  parameters:	  
– Does	  not	  look	  at	  parameter	  seman(c.	  
– Does	  not	  look	  at	  specific	  transfer	  func(ons.	  

•  Defines	  basic	  building	  blocks	  to	  be	  added	  to	  
control	  plane	  objects	  
–  Impairment	  Vector	  (For	  Node	  or	  Link	  Informa(on)	  
–  Impairment	  Matrix	  (For	  Node	  Informa(on)	  

•  Generalized	  from	  exis(ng	  RWA-‐WSON	  (no	  I.V.)	  
approach.	  	  
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Info	  Model:	  Impairment	  Vector	  

Info	  Model	  just	  provide	  the	  Parameter	  
Iden(fiers	  and	  encoding.	  

•  The	  encoding	  drah	  details	  how	  iden(fiers	  are	  •  The	  encoding	  drah	  details	  how	  iden(fiers	  are	  
mapped.	  mapped.	  
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G.697	  Appendix	  V	  
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Rec. ITU-T G.697 (02/2012) – Prepublished version  30 

– m (9 bits, 23 to 31): When the grid is “1” and the channel spacing value is set to “5” this is 
the value used to compute the slot width as: slot width (GHz) = 12.5 GHz * m  
(see [b-ITU-T G.694.1]) otherwise set to 0. 
m is encoded as a 9-bit unsigned integer.. 

As an example, the encoding of the 193.85 THz element (approximately 1546.518 nm) from the 
50 GHz spaced grid in [b-ITU-T G.694.1] would be grid = 1, channel spacing = 2, n = 15, 
Reserved = 0. This results in an encoding of 000000000 0000000000001111 0010 001 or 
0x00000791. 

V.2 Parameter ID source (8 bits) 
This field defines the source of the parameter ID lookup table. The value "1" corresponds to this 
Recommendation, all other values are reserved for future use. 

V.3 Parameter ID (8 bits) 
When the parameter ID source is equal to "1", the parameter encoding shown in Table V.3 applies. 
For all other values of the parameter ID source, the parameter encoding is given in the document 
referred to in V.2. 

Table V.3 – Parameter ID encoding 

Value Parameter Unit Notes 

1 Total power dBm  
2 Channel power dBm  
3 Frequency deviation from nominal GHz For DWDM channels 
4 Wavelength deviation from nominal nm For CWDM channels 
5 OSNR dB (0.1 nm) Referred to a 0.1 nm noise 

bandwidth 
6 Q – Linear Q 
7 PMD ps Mean DGD. This parameter is 

normally only measured at time of 
installation 

8 Residual dispersion ps/nm This parameter is normally only 
measured at time of installation 

All other values of the parameter ID are reserved for future use. 

V.4 Value of parameters (32 bits) 
The parameter value is encoded as a 32-bit floating-point number according to [b-IEEE 754]. The 
32-bit number is divided in to a sign (1 bit), an exponent (8 bits) and a mantissa (23 bits). The 
parameter value is then: 

 Value = (–1)sign x 2(exponent – 127) x (number between 1.0 and 2.0 derived from mantissa) 

For details see [b-IEEE 754]. 
  



Info	  Model:	  Impairment	  Matrix	  

•  Exis(ng	  WSON	  Connec(vity	  Matrix	  only	  represents	  a	  
binary	  informa(on.	  

•  Impairment	  Matrix	  extends	  Conn.Matrix	  with	  a	  set	  of	  
op(cal	  values:	  the	  impairment	  vector.	  
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Next	  Steps	  

•  Does	  this	  approach	  seem	  a	  good	  way	  to	  go?	  
– Yes:	  refine	  (need	  anyway!),	  wg	  adop(on,	  …	  
– No:	  sugges(ons,	  abandon,	  …	  
– Don’t	  know	  	  

•  There	  were	  already	  two	  individual	  drahs:	  plan	  
to	  work	  together.	  
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Q	  for	  Q6	  

Giovanni	  Mar(nelli	  /	  Gabriele	  Galimber(	  
Xiang	  Zhang	  /	  Fatai	  Zhang	  /	  Young	  Lee	  	  
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Ques(ons	  (1)	  

•  What	  impairment	  data	  are	  relevant/stable	  for	  
control	  plane	  to	  collect	  for	  its	  path	  computa(on	  
and	  what	  ITU-‐T	  references	  are	  good	  to	  
reference?	  

•  Does	  the	  IETF	  Informa(on	  Model	  currently	  
represent	  the	  G.680	  computa(onal	  model	  ?	  

•  G.697	  is	  used	  to	  derive	  a	  suitable	  encoding	  for	  
parameters	  (the	  once	  currently	  computed	  by	  G.
680).	  Is	  there	  any	  update	  foreseen	  on	  G.697?	  E.g.	  
PDL	  is	  in	  G.680	  not	  in	  G.697.	  
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Ques(ons	  (2)	  

•  Are	  there	  new	  modula(on	  formats	  under	  
standardiza(ons?	  They	  generate	  new	  
Computa(onal	  Models?	  They	  imply	  new	  
op(cal	  parameters?	  

•  Does	  ITU	  is	  working	  on	  addi(onal	  
computa(onal	  models	  (e.g.	  coherent	  
technology	  /	  Non	  linear	  effects	  /	  ...)?	  	  IETF	  
Informa(on	  model	  tries	  to	  be	  generic	  enough.	  
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